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What the Judges are looking at—By Rosimeri Tran
Since our koi show is coming up soon on 9/28-9/29, I thought I would share some
information on what exactly Judges are looking for when they view your koi at the
koi shows. So here are some key points on Judging koi:
Article written by, Doug Dahl, AKCA,
“Koi Classification and Judging Criteria”
I want to take a minute to discuss judging points common to all classes. Koi are
judged as a whole or holistically and are not judged on a positive or negative point
system. Negative points can come into play in close contests. Koi are judged side
by side based on what we see today and not what may be there next week or next
year. Japanese Judges have a disadvantage in often being able to recognize bloodlines, which can cloud their “judge for today” decisions because they know which
koi cost more and has more potential. A Japanese Judge once answered a question
on why a koi won an award replying, “because it was the most expensive fish”.
Koi may lose today only to come back to win tomorrow based on the competition
tomorrow.
1. First, the koi cannot be missing anything like a fin or have any abnormalities
like a pushed in mouth all of which will disqualify the koi from judging. The exception is the second set of barbels.
2. Second the koi must be healthy and not show signs of disease or parasites, which
could disqualify the koi from judging. An exception is made for split fins or
bruises judged to be caused during transportation.
3. Third, is the importance of body conformation. Broad, thick body shape of female koi is preferred giving an imposing appearance when compared to the thin
trout shaped body of a male koi. Shape and size of the fins are important to be in
proportion to the body. The head shape is important that it not be too short or too
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long or turn to one side. The koi when viewed from above should be symmetrical on both sides and not have
one side flatter than the other. Even the way a koi swims is taken into account on conformation. Not all female koi hold their eggs well, which could affect conformation.
4. Fourth, in my opinion is quality of skin and deep, vibrant colors, which makes koi “living jewels”. This
also includes how well the koi is “finished”, are all of the colors up, and is there a good sheen on the skin. It
is conformation and quality that will catch a Judges eye from a distance.
5. Fifth is pattern that is artistically balanced and not front, tail or side heavy. Pattern must also be proportional to the size of the koi and not have a small pattern on a huge body or a huge pattern on a small body.
6. Last is uniqueness or character usually of the pattern on the head that makes this koi special.
Judging Guidelines, courtesy of Steve Drake of San Diego Koi Club
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August 14th General Meeting Minutes—By Rosimeri Tran
Our August 14th general meeting was at MaryHelen DelaTorre’s house hosted by MaryHelen and
her sister Jessie, article for the newsletter. Rosimeri brought us up to date on the koi show news, we
have 5 confirmed vendors at the present time, members from Bakersfield will be showing at our koi
show. I encourage our members to make an effort to show their koi, we have show tanks still available. We will have donated koi food and various pond items available for raffles throughout the
weekend. Raffle tickets are here, let Seng know if you would like to take a few books to sell or for
yourself, all raffle tickets and money should be turned in no later that Saturday, September 28th at
3pm. The 2013 koi pins are also in, they are $6.00 each and can be acquired via Seng, they will be
available at our September 10th meeting along with having them at our show. There was a sign up
list made available for volunteers to sign up for the koi show and we also sent a banquet sign up
sheet for those interested in attending the banquet. MaryHelen’s pond has come a long way, she is
very excited to be able to see her koi as she has been battling an emerald green water for a long
time. Seng gave a quick presentation on water quality, he tested a sample of MaryHelen’s pond water and explained the various elements involved. Later we held our raffle where a few lucky women
won scarves donated by John Kendall all the way from Paris, France, thanks John. Members enjoyed MaryHelen’s generous refreshments.

August 20th Board of Director Meeting Minutes—By Sandy Winn
August 20,2013
Seng and Rosimeri Tran, Tony Palazzo, Dale and Sandy Winn present
treasures report states bank balance is $3,678.79.
Discussed upcoming koi show. Wet booths will be Barstow Koi, PS koi, Bob Garrison, and Robert
Ghormoz.
Dry booths will be Sumner Watergardens, AKCA/KOI USA.
Koi pins have arrived and are very nice . selling for $6.00. raffle tickets are also available. Seng has
purchased more shade cover for koi tanks. All tanks will be in shade this year. Various vendors have
been contacted to see if they could donate items for raffle.
Banquet dinner will be at Marie Callenders on West Shaw. be sure to let Rosimeri know if you want
to go,
Judges gift were decided. Sept board meeting will be Sept 24,2013 at 6:30 at the Winn’s.
Please let us know if you can help set up for koi show. we need help setting up, taking down and
washing tanks and nets on Monday.

FISH PREPARATION & TRANSPORTATION TIPS FOR A SHOW
By Ray Jordan
There are no secret water or food additives you can use a few months or weeks before the show to greatly enhance your fish.
There are many that will spoil your fishes appearance.
DO NOT feed color enhancers/high protein foods within two months of a show
DO NOT add medications or give koi treatments within two months of a show
DO NOT feed your fish for 5-7 days before a show
DO provide highest possible water quality at all times but especially two months before a show: Increase water changes,
pond/filter maintenance, and reduce amount fed two months before the show. Cull collection as early as possible
DO study, check, and measure your fish for peak condition. Decide which fish you plan to bring to a show: Shoot for peak
development, top of size range, and avoid bring to many fish or fish that will just compete against each other.
Netting, Tubbing, and Bagging Techniques
A proper koi net is necessary to minimize the risk of damage to koi. It should be shallow and the netting smooth and nonabrasive. The koi net should be as large as possible (depending on koi)
The goal is to guide the koi with the net into a tub without touching. Take it slowly and easy. It is easier to catch fish in a
pond with corners. Approach the koi with the net from the front getting the net under its head and gently guiding it into a
tub. Touch the tail or move quickly and the koi will dart or jump away. Never try to snag a koi that is trying to escape – let it
go and start over.
A single person can net/guide koi into a floating tub. The rim of a large koi net is used to submerge the edge of the floating
tub. The koi is then guided into the floating tub. This maneuver is easier if a second person submerges the tub. A single individual can also bring the koi in the net adjacent to a floating tank or tub. The net is controlled with one hand which has
been advanced on the pole to a position near the net. The floating tank or tub is submerged with the other band and the koi
is gently guided into the container. Never lift koi with the koi net!
Koi can be netted from a smaller/narrower pond without obstacles or hiding places easier. In ponds with potted water plants
it might be better to remove the plants while catching koi. At times lowering the water level and or wading in the pond will
make catching our koi easier. Sometimes a second koi net handler can herd koi into the net of the primary handler.
If your pond is too wide or does not lend itself to any of the above methods, a seine my be used to herd the pond into a
smaller areas. Koi are not caught with the seine. The mesh of the seine should be knotless and non-abrasive. The seine
should be longer than the width of your pond. The width of the seine should be greater than the depth of the pond. The
seine will need floats at top and weights on the bottom. Aquatic Ecosystems is a good source for custom made seines and
they can help you determine size and type. I suggest getting extra floats and weights. Koi sock nets with fine water retaining
mesh are the best way to move koi from the tub into the transport bags. The koi is brought through the opening of the net
head first by carefully advancing the net over the head of the koi or by manipulating the head of the koi into the net with
your free hand. The koi is positioned in the middle of the net, the end of the net is closed by one hand of the holder, the
other end of the net is folded over to retain the koi the hands are held tautly apart as the koi is lifted from the water. A head
first exit of the koi from the sock net is preferred to avoid possible fin or scale damage. Some mucus may be lost from the
skin.
Use 3 or 4 mil plastic bags for transporting koi. Double plastic bags should always be used for safety. Bag size depends upon
the size of the koi. Fish should be carried horizontally. Large koi need to be carried with the bag horizontal and held tautly
between two handlers.
The opening of the plastic bags should be rolled over. Use Koi sock net to move koi into bag or can be moved directly from a
tub. (use one hand to direct the koi head first into the bag) There should be enough water in the bag to float the koi as the
bag is transported to its destination. Koi tubs also need to be properly sized and smooth. Tilt the tub to near vertical position in the pond about half submerged. As the koi is guided into the tub tilt the tub back to horizontal with enough water to

completely cover the koi but not so much as to encourage it to jump.
SHOW TRANSPORTATION TIPS
Get the proper equipment: You will need a “real koi catch net”, koi sock net, large plastic bags, rubber bands and a oxygen
tank and regulator.
DO NOT FEED your show fish for 5 days prior. This is very important to reduce ammonia stress on your fish during transportation.
Catch your fish very GENTLY as last thing you do before leaving home.
Transport in cool covered containers (large ice chests are ideal) to maintain constant water temperature and a darkened environment.
Ice packs maybe used inside the container but OUTSIDE the fish bags to keep water cooler and fish more relaxed.
Fish should be “double bagged” with pond water and bags inflated with oxygen and securely closed with double rubber
bands inside a cooler.
Be sure bags & coolers are large enough for fish to stay relaxed & unbent. No more koi per bag/cooler than fit comfortably
side by side. Usually two large koi “ 24 in. long, or 5-6 medium koi 12 inches long.
Be sure to use enough pond water to COMPLETELY cover your fish.
DO NOT put small fish in same bag/cooler with significantly larger fish.
Orient coolers so that fish ride SIDE WAYS to direction of travel.
DO NOT place coolers directly in the sun or near other sources of heat. ( i.e., over hot spot caused by exhaust side of trunk)
Reduce time of transportation by driving directly to destination.
When you arrive at new pond destination open bags and gently release water and fish into cooler. Use a koi sock net to gently net fish and transfer them into new pond.

Koi Transport Tank

Koi Transport Bag in box, you
can also transport in ice chest.

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR SPONSORS AND ADVERTISERS
:
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PRESIDENTS CORNER—Rosimeri Tran
Well it’s almost here, are you as excited as I am? It’s time for our 35th annual koi
show at Fig Garden Village. I need everyone’s help on this one, we need volunteers to help set-up on
Friday, September 27th at 7am in front of CVS parking lot, the more people we can get out there the
faster we can get the tents and tanks set up. I also need volunteers to help man the information booth
along with being show hosts, we will also need Sunday volunteers including the tear down. This is our
big fundraiser of the year, this show helps generate capital to help us keep going for the next year. We
have raffle tickets that you can help sell/buy, we have koi pins to be sold, and there will be a koi food/
pond product raffle throughout the weekend. Let’s pull our resources together and make this a great
show! Please plan to attend our September 10th meeting at my house we will have sign up sheets
available along with banquet sign ups if you are interested in attending. Also we have show tanks
available for you to show your koi, so if you are interested please let me know soon. Another topic we
need to cover is our November elections for Board of Directors, currently Tony Palazzo is our remaining Board of Director and his term expires in December. So please, step up and help us out, we really
need members to come and work on the board, let’s put our heads together and make this club all it can
be. Please spread the word about our show, we will have flyers available at our September 10th meeting and if you could take a few and pass out to family or those who have koi ponds that would be
greatly appreciated.

September meeting is on Tuesday, September 10th at 7:00 p.m. at Seng & Rosimeri Tran’s located
at 5832 E. Erin Ave, Fresno, CA 93727. Please call Rosimeri at 970-8508 to RSVP that you will be
attending.

KOI VOLUNTEERS WANTED:
PLEASE COME OUT TO THE FIG GARDEN
VILLAGE CENTER IN FRONT OF CVS
DRUGSTORE ON FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27TH AT 7:00 A.M.
TO HELP SET-UP OUR KOI SHOW SITE. WE NEED ALL
HANDS ON DECK! PLEASE IF YOU CAN SPARE A FEW
HOURS AND BRING ANY GUESTS TO HELP, THE MORE
THE MERRIER. WE WILL HAVE COFFEE AND DONUTS
ALONG WITH LUNCH BEING PROVIDED BY THE CLUB.
THE MORE HANDS WE GET OUT THERE THE FASTER THE
SET-UP WILL BE. THE KOI CHECK-IN WILL BE FROM
3PM TO 7PM SO WE NEED TO HAVE THE TANKS SET UP
PRIOR TO THEN. I WILL HAVE SIGN UP SHEETS AVAILABLE AT THE 9/10 MEETING, PLEASE EMAIL ME AT CENCALKOI@GMAIL.COM, OR CALL ME AT 970-8508 IF YOU
CAN MAKE IT OR JUST SHOW UP, THAT WOULD BE
GREAT.

POND MAINTENANCE
If you have ever used or are using a pond maintenance or repair
service, please share what you know. We have members, prospective members, and the public asking frequently for references, suggestions, or just any information about anyone in this
business. Pond maintenance companies allow us to relax a bit
with our ponding duties, we are always in search of new ideas of
pond maintenance. If you have anything to contribute, please
send us an email at:
cencalkoi@gmail.com

CCKS Club Store:

Potassium Permaganate
(7 oz jar)
Sodium Thiosulfate
(2 lb jar)
Sodium Thiosulfate
(4 lb jar)

$5.00
$10.00
$20.00

Call Seng Tran at 559-999-1706, or email
sengtran@gmail.com if interested in purchasing, we will also have these available
at every club meeting.
Ultra Balance Koi Foods
Wants your koi hobbyists stories
I’m sure everyone of you has a unique story to tell regarding experiences you
have had since you began this crazy hobby, both good and bad. Star Milling/
Ultra Balance Premium Koi Foods would like to publish your stories on their
website www.koifood.com. Check out their website. Under the Library link
you will be able to get an idea. If you’re interested please send your stories
to Iva at the following address: IVA@STARMILLING.COM. I’m sure we will
all enjoy reading them! A short story and a photo (pdf) is all we need. Please
feel free to email me if you have any questions J

Newsletter advertiser Mike Przewoznik of Sumner Avenue Water Garden offers the following to CCKS members: “I would like to support your club and I appreciate
the business I have received from you and your club
members. I would like to initiate the following program
for your club members going forward: FREE shipping on
all orders $75.00 or more. Club members can combine
orders to reach the $75.00 if they wish as long as I ship
to one address. Items that require truck shipping or
items that are extremely heavy will be looked at on case
by case situation.”

